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Comments: Thank you for the opportunity to give comment on the Snowmaking and Summer Use proposed

actions at Copper Mountain Resorts (CMR).

 

The opening statement of the proposal states: "provide a variety of year-round recreation opportunities for the

public at CMR, ultimately encouraging new guests to visit and experience the WRNF and CMR in a safe and

well-managed context", however they assess that there will be no impact to traffic or Summit County resources

and result in no new jobs.  How is that even a statement of truth?  "New guests' will travel on I-70 and have

impact on Summit County even if only in traffic/facilities use.  

 

I strongly oppose the proposal to allow Summer Camping in a specific area that will have permanent fixtures

(level camping areas) and facilities (toilets) with road access.  There are millions of acres of forest available for

people to experience camping without it being under the guise of a 'Summer Program'.  50 guests is not a

camping experience - it is an on mountain hotel for a 'Glamping' experience.  This will in no way lead to these

people ever appreciating the forest - someone has provided for all their needs and removed their waste - they

never learn what it is to use our National Forests wisely.  

 

I believe that additional snowmaking is a bad path to go down - the majority of the mountain clearly already has

facilities to make snow, however they open specific terrain targeting ski race team access and then wonder why

more of the mountain that serves the general public is not open until mid/late December.  Perhaps they should

refocus their efforts and not steal water from other watersheds to open a few more runs.  

 

MTB has become a very popular summer sport and a source of income for many neighboring resorts.  Improving

the trails is a good thing, however they should be free/limited cost access if the MTB rider wishes to get

themselves to the top of the mountain - they should have that opportunity. Again - this activity will increase use of

the highway system and will certainly require summer employees.  With the Woodward summer camps the

existing winter employees are displaced from their housing to accommodate summer camp participants - where

will the summer employees for these summer activities live - Summit county is in housing crisis. Copper

Mountain should be responsible for the housing of any summer employee - existing or new.  

 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to give comment and considering the impact and proper use of the public

resources by a private company. 


